The ASHP FOUNDATION LITERATURE AWARDS have recognized 180 articles since 1971.

The PHARMACY RESIDENCY EXCELLENCE AWARDS have honored nearly 50 innovative leaders in residency training.

The ASHP Foundation is 100% donor supported and proud to have received GuideStar’s highest honor, the **Platinum Seal of Transparency**.

**RECOGNIZING EXCELLENCE IN PRACTICE AND RESEARCH**

**SUPPORTING INNOVATIVE RESEARCH**

Invested over **$4.7 MILLION** in research funding since 2004.

Awarded the first **$75,000 COLLABORATIVE CARE GRANT FOR NURSES AND PHARMACISTS** to encourage research into team-based care.

Published the **PHARMACY FORECAST REPORT**, widely used for strategic planning, which consistently places in the top 5% of all research outputs scored by Altmetrics.

**INVESTING IN LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT**

1,000+ pharmacists graduated from Pharmacy Leadership Academy.

$300,000 to the ASHP Student Leadership Awards since 2009.

$90,000 to research exploring the impact of collaboration between pharmacists and other health professionals.

200+ residency program visits by pharmacy leaders through the Visiting Leaders Program.

100+ new residency positions since 2011 through $3.5 million Pharmacy Residency Expansion Grants.

As the philanthropic arm of ASHP, the Foundation shares and supports ASHP’s vision that medication use will be optimal, safe, and effective for all people all of the time.

Learn more about ASHP Foundation’s impact at ASHPFOUNDATION.ORG/IMPACT